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Summary 
Imaging human brain function with techniques such as magnetoencephalography1 (MEG) 
typically requires a subject to perform tasks whilst their head remains still within a restrictive 
scanner. This artificial environment makes the technique inaccessible to many people, and 
limits the experimental questions that can be addressed. For example, it has been difficult to 
apply neuroimaging to investigation of the neural substrates of cognitive development in babies 
and children, or in adult studies that require unconstrained head movement (e.g. spatial 
navigation). Here, we develop a new type of MEG system that can be worn like a helmet, 
allowing free and natural movement during scanning. This is possible due to the integration of 
new quantum sensors2,3 that do not rely on superconducting technology, with a novel system 
for nulling background magnetic fields. We demonstrate human electrophysiological 
measurement at millisecond resolution whilst subjects make natural movements, including 
head nodding, stretching, drinking and playing a ball game. Results compare well to the current 
state-of-the-art, even when subjects make large head movements. The system opens up new 
possibilities for scanning any subject or patient group, with myriad applications such as 
characterisation of the neurodevelopmental connectome, imaging subjects moving naturally in 
a virtual environment, and understanding the pathophysiology of movement disorders. 
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Magnetoencephalography1 (MEG) allows direct imaging of human brain electrophysiology, via 
measurement of magnetic fields generated at the scalp by neural currents. Mathematical analysis of 
those fields enables the generation of 3D images showing the formation and dissolution of brain 
networks in real time. MEG measurements of brain activity are currently made using an array of 
superconducting sensors placed around the head1,4. These cryogenically-cooled sensors have 
femtotesla (fT) sensitivity, which is needed to detect the weak magnetic fields produced by the brain. 
Unfortunately, the requirement for cooling means that sensors must be housed within a liquid helium 
dewar with a vacuum space separating sensors from the scalp. MEG systems are therefore 
cumbersome (Figure 1a) and sensor positions are fixed in a one-size-fits-all helmet. Any motion of 
the head relative to the sensors reduces data quality dramatically: even a 5 mm movement can be 
prohibitive5. Further, the brain-to-sensor distance, which is significant in adults (~3 cm), is increased 
markedly in subjects with small heads, reducing the available signal because the magnetic field 
decreases with the square of the source-sensor distance. These characteristics make participation in 
MEG studies challenging for many subject groups, including infants and many patients. They also 
make the MEG scanner environment unnatural, and limit the experimental paradigms that can be 
employed. Here, we describe a transformative MEG technology which can be worn on the head 
during movement. This opens up the possibility for non-invasive mapping of human 
electrophysiology across all ages and patient groups, with subjects who are free to move and interact 
with the real world. 
 
At the core of our system is an array of optically pumped magnetometers (OPMs) – magnetic field 
sensors that rely on the atomic properties of alkali metals. These sensors have seen marked 
development in recent years2,3,6-9 and are well suited to MEG measurements10-16. In our system, each 
sensor contains a 3 x 3 x 3 mm3 glass cell containing 87Rb vapour which is heated to ~150C. A 795 
nm circularly polarised laser beam, tuned to the D1 transition of rubidium, is used to spin-polarise 
the atoms, and the intensity of laser light transmitted through the cell is detected using a photodiode. 
In zero magnetic field, the spin magnetic moments align with the beam, and transmission of laser 
light to the photo diode is maximised. However, a magnetic field perpendicular to the beam causes 
Larmor precession, rotating the magnetic moments away from alignment. This causes a measurable 
drop in light transmission. The resulting effect is a zero-field resonance (Figure 1b), which acts as a 
sensitive magnetic field indicator. 
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Figure 1: A new generation of MEG system. a) A conventional 275-channel cryogenic MEG system. 
Weighing ~450 kg the system is fixed and cumbersome and subjects must remain still relative to the 
fixed sensor array. b) Schematic illustration of zero-field resonance in an OPM sensor: the upper 
illustration shows operation in zero-field, the lower illustration depicts Larmor precession when an 
external field impinges on the cell and the transmitted light intensity is reduced. c) A commercial 
OPM sensor made by QuSpin. The geometry used is illustrated by the coloured axes where Br is the 
radial field component, Bt the tangential field component, and BO the direction along which the laser 
beam is orientated. d) Our prototype OPM-MEG system helmet. The helmet weighs 905 g and is 
customised such that the sensors (which in this prototype only cover right sensorimotor cortex) are 
directly adjacent to the scalp surface. The subject is free to move their head. The measured radial 
field direction for the sensors is illustrated by the red arrows. 
 
Each sensor is an integrated unit (Figure 1c) with a noise level comparable to that of a SQUID (~15 
fT/√Hz) and a dynamic range of ±1.5 nT. Although the cell is heated, sensors can be mounted on the 
scalp because their external surfaces remain close to body temperature. Our prototype system (Figure 
1d) comprised an array of sensors which were mounted in a 3D-printed ‘scanner-cast’. The scanner-
cast12 was designed using an anatomical MRI scan, such that the internal surface snugly fits the 
subject’s head, whilst the external surface accommodates the OPMs, which were positioned over the 
right sensorimotor cortex. Four additional reference sensors, sited near the subject’s head, were used 
for background interference measurement.  
 
As a first demonstration, we measured electrophysiological activity in the right sensorimotor cortex 
during visually-cued abduction of the left index finger. This task robustly elicits a reduction of 
endogenous beta band (13-30 Hz) oscillations during movement and a rebound (increase above 
baseline) following movement cessation17. Although simple, this task has been applied widely, with 
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beta modulation being used as a marker of brain plasticity18,19, psychosis20,21 and white matter 
degradation22. A single experiment comprised 50 trials, each involving 1 s of finger abduction and 3 
s rest. 50 ‘dummy’ trials (where the subject did nothing) were interleaved to allow an estimate of 
baseline activity. A subject undertook the experiment 12 times: 6 where they kept as still as possible, 
and 6 where they made natural head movements, including nodding and shaking, stretching and 
drinking. Head motion was measured using an Xbox Kinect camera, which tracked movement of 
three fiducial markers on the head. We also undertook the same experiments using a cryogenic MEG 
system. 
 
Figure 2 shows OPM-MEG data measured when the subject kept still (Figure 2a) and moved (Figure 
2b). Subject motion is shown in panel (i). In the static case, motion was less than ±1 cm whereas in 
the moving case it exceeded ±10 cm. Panel (ii) shows an image23,24 of beta modulation (pink overlay) 
whilst panel (iii) shows a time-frequency spectrogram (TFS) of oscillatory change. In the TFS, blue 
indicates a loss in oscillatory amplitude relative to baseline whereas red indicates an increase. Line-
plots of beta amplitude are shown inset. Equivalent data from the cryogenic system are shown in (c), 
where movement was (necessarily) constrained to <2 mm. OPM-MEG performed consistently across 
experiments with the characteristic beta decrease and post movement rebound delineated clearly, and 
localised to sensorimotor cortex. Despite an order of magnitude increase in head movement, there 
was no significant difference in signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) between the moving and static runs 
(p = 0.39; two-sided Wilcoxon sum-rank test) and no correlation between the degree of movement 
and response size (see Extended Data Figure 1 and Supplementary Information (SI) section 1). The 
spatial resolution of the OPM system was better than that of the cryogenic system, even with only 13 
sensors (see Extended Data Figure 2 and SI section 2). These data, along with a similar analysis of 
evoked responses (see Extended Data Figure 3 and SI section 3), show clearly that the wearable 
system can be used to collect high fidelity data even in the presence of large head movements. 
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Figure 2: OPM-MEG results. a) Shows the case when the subject was asked to remain still, b) shows 
the case when the subject was moving. c) Shows the case for data collected using a cryogenic MEG 
instrument for comparison. In (a), (b) and (c): i) A histogram showing movement of 3 fiducial markers 
on the subject’s head. The inset graph shows the change in marker positions over a typical 
experiment; different colours show movement in 3 Cartesian axes of the three markers. ii) The change 
in beta band power due to finger abduction (purple) overlaid onto on axial, sagittal and coronal 
slices of the anatomical MRI – the functionally active region overlays contra-lateral sensorimotor 
cortex. iii) A time-frequency spectrogram depicting changes in neural oscillations during finger 
abduction. The inset graph shows the characteristic beta band response for finger abduction (blue) 
and rest trials (red). In all cases the results are averaged over trials and experiments and the shaded 
region shows standard error over 6 experiments. SIR ranged from 4.3 to 8.2 for static OPM measures, 
4.2 to 5.8 for moving OPMs, and 4.9-7.9 for the cryogenic system. Further analysis (see extended 
data Figure 2 and SI section 2) showed that the OPM system significantly outperformed the cryogenic 
system in terms of both spatial resolution, and robustness across experiments. Temporal resolution 
was quantified at 130 Hz. 
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Critical to the wearable MEG system is a means to null the background static magnetic field 
impinging on the OPMs. The system is housed inside a magnetically shielded room (MSR). However, 
the remnant earth’s field in the MSR is ~25 nT, and spatially inhomogeneous. Any sensor movement 
through this field during a MEG recording would result in a field change much larger than the fields 
of interest, and would exceed the OPM’s narrow (±1.5 nT) operational range, rendering them 
inoperable. In addition, such changes can modulate the sensor gain (see Extended Data Figure 4 and 
SI section 4). To ameliorate this problem, we constructed a set of bi-planar electromagnetic coils 
designed to generate fields equal and opposite to the remnant earth’s field, thereby cancelling it out.  
 
 
Figure 3: Bi-planar fingerprint-coil system for removing remnant static magnetic fields. a) 
Schematic of the coils, which are confined to two planes surrounding a 40 x 40 x 40 cm3 region of 
interest in which the head is allowed to move. The 5 separate layers represent wire paths that generate 
fields Bx, By, Bz, 
𝑑𝐵𝑥
𝑑𝑧⁄  and 
𝑑𝐵𝑧
𝑑𝑧⁄ . b) Bar chart showing field magnitude with and without the 
field-nulling. Inset images show spatial field variation of Bx. The static field was reduced from 22±1 
nT to 440±150 pT. 
𝑑𝐵𝑥
𝑑𝑧⁄  measured across a 10 cm region spanning the width of the head (see the 
green box in b) was reduced from 10 nT/m to 0.28 nT/m. c) The upper plot shows the output of one 
OPM over time whilst the subject nods their head (head movement shown in lower plot). Blue and 
red traces show the cases where the field-nulling system was on and off, respectively. Note that 
without field nulling the OPMs saturate during head-movement whereas with nulling the sensors 
continue to work, leaving an artifact which is comparable in magnitude to that due to an eye-blink. 
 
The coils were designed25,26 on two 1.6 x 1.6 m2 planes, placed either side of the subject with a 1.5 m 
separation (Figure 3a). Three coils generated spatially uniform fields (𝐵𝑥, 𝐵𝑦 and 𝐵𝑧) whilst two 
additional coils were used to remove the dominant field variations (
𝑑𝐵𝑥
𝑑𝑧⁄  and 
𝑑𝐵𝑧
𝑑𝑧⁄ ). In this way, 
unlike standard field-nulling technologies (e.g. tri-axial Helmholtz coils), our system is able to 
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account for spatial variation of the field over a 40 x 40 x 40 cm3 volume of interest enclosing the 
head. Further, we were able to cancel all components of the field vector using coils confined to just 
two planes, hence retaining easy access to the subject. Four reference OPM sensors were coupled to 
the coils in a feedback loop to null the residual static field in the volume of interest. We achieved a 
50-fold reduction in the remnant earth’s field, and a 35-fold reduction in the dominant field gradient 
(Figure 3b). Figure 3c shows OPM measurements made during 7 cm head movements, with (blue) 
and without (red) field-nulling. The results show that without field-nulling the OPM sensors fail 
(evidenced by the saturation). With field nulling, however, the OPMs are able to capture MEG data 
even with the head moving (see also SI section 5). 
 
 
Figure 4: An example ‘real world’ imaging paradigm. a) Experimental setup: the seated subject 
continually bounced a table tennis ball off a bat for 10 s; this was followed by a 10 s baseline period, 
in which they did nothing. This was repeated 29 times. b) Spatial signature of beta band oscillatory 
change during periods of playing the ball game compared to rest. Note the difference in localisation 
compared to Fig. 2, with the beta modulation localised to the arm/wrist area of sensorimotor cortex 
(distinct from the hand area in Fig. 2). c) Trial averaged time-frequency spectrogram and (inset) 
amplitude of beta oscillations averaged over time. The maximum head movement during this 
paradigm, assessed by the Kinect camera, was 6cm. This simple example demonstrates the power of 
wearable neuroimaging to accurately assess brain function during a real world visuo-motor 
coordination task. This example could readily be extended to examine e.g. the neural correlates of 
motor coordination, their maturation during neurodevelopment and their breakdown in movement 
disorders. Such studies using naturalistic stimuli are inaccessible to conventional neuroimaging 
scanners due to the movement required to undertake the task. To show robustness of this measure, 
similar data were captured in 2 further subjects. Task induced beta modulation, relative to baseline, 
was measured at X% X% and X% in the three participants.   
 
The ability to map human electrophysiology non-invasively, with whole brain coverage and high 
spatiotemporal resolution is unique to MEG27. Competitor techniques either lack spatial specificity 
(e.g. EEG – which is also more susceptible to muscle artifact, see Extended Data Figure 5 and SI 
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Section 6) or only provide indirect access to brain function via metabolic processes (e.g. fMRI). 
However, current MEG systems exclude many subject cohorts and experimental paradigms. Our 
system represents a step change for functional imaging. A wearable instrument with scalp-mounted 
sensors means that subjects can be scanned across the lifespan, from babies to elderly patients, 
allowing imaging during key stages of cognitive development and decline. For example, it is well 
known that efficient communication between spatially separate cortical regions is key to healthy brain 
function, and that neural oscillations help mediate such connectivity28,29. However, little is known 
about how electrophysiological brain networks emerge in the early years of life. Our system can 
characterise those networks, and the spectro-temporal profile of the connectivities that underlie them 
(see Extended Data Figure 6 and SI section 7). This highlights the potential utility of OPM-MEG for 
characterising the developmental connectome. Our wearable system also opens doors to myriad 
neuroscientific investigations in which subjects can move naturally and interact with the real world. 
An example is given in Figure 4 which shows brain activity elicited when the subject played a ball 
game (Figure 4a). This naturalistic paradigm requires free, rapid and unpredictable head and arm 
movement; nevertheless we were able to localise changes in beta oscillations to the arm/wrist area of 
motor cortex (Figure 4b) and track the dynamics of oscillatory modulation (Figure 4c). This shows 
the unique potential of wearable MEG to assess visuomotor coordination, adding a new dimension to 
previous work30. In sum, this new technology has transformative potential across a range of 
neuroscientific and clinical applications, where knowledge of brain electrophysiology is informative. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
1) OPM-MEG SYSTEM DESIGN AND FABRICATION 
1.1) System overview 
An overview of our OPM-MEG system is shown in Extended Data Figure 7a. The system comprised 
13 OPM sensors (QuSpin, Louisville, CO), which were mounted on the scalp surface (the scalp 
array), and a further 4 sensors (placed close to the head, but not on the scalp surface) which were 
used to make reference measurements (the reference array). Each sensor produces an analogue 
voltage output which is proportional to the magnetic field perpendicular to the laser beam (scaling = 
2.7 V/nT). The sensor outputs were digitised at a sample rate of 1000 Hz, using a 16-bit digital 
acquisition (DAQ) system (National Instruments, Austin, TX) controlled using custom-written 
software in LabVIEW. The sensor arrays were housed inside a magnetically shielded room (MSR) to 
reduce environmental magnetic interference; all control equipment was kept outside the room to 
minimise its effect on MEG measurements.  
 
Prior to data acquisition, the reference array was used to identify the currents in the coils which best 
nulled the residual static magnetic field inside the MSR and its dominant first order spatial variation. 
Reference sensors were located and oriented such that the three Cartesian components of the magnetic 
field (Bx, By and Bz), and the two dominant field gradients (
𝑑𝐵𝑥
𝑑𝑧⁄  and 
𝑑𝐵𝑧
𝑑𝑧⁄ ) could be measured 
close to the head (see Extended Data Figure 7b). Reference array measurements were input to a 
proportional integral derivative (PID) algorithm, which was used to control the currents in the field-
nulling coils. This allows the calculation of currents which generate fields that are equal and opposite 
to those measured by the reference array, thus attenuating the static field over the volume spanning 
the subject’s head. This step is key if the head is free to move during MEG data acquisition, since 
without field-nulling, even small changes in head position or orientation (e.g. a 4 rotation in a 25 nT 
field) would produce field variations large enough to render the OPMs inoperable (see Figure 3c).  
 
During data acquisition, all 17 sensors (13 sensor scalp array and 4 sensor reference array) were 
operated simultaneously, with the reference sensors (which are sufficiently far from the scalp to be 
insensitive to the neuromagnetic field) used to characterise temporally varying background magnetic 
interference, which was later regressed from the signals recorded by the scalp-mounted sensors.  
 
The visual cue for paradigm control was controlled by a separate stimulus computer. This was 
coupled to a data projector which projected the cue image through a waveguide onto a back-projection 
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screen positioned ~40 cm in front of the subject. The stimulus computer also generated TTL trigger 
pulses of 1 s duration denoting the onset of the visual cues and the start of the rest periods. These 
trigger signals were input to the DAQ and sampled, simultaneously with the OPM data, at 1000 Hz. 
Throughout data acquisition, an Xbox Kinect camera (Microsoft, Redmond, WA) was used to 
measure head movement. Video data were captured using a third computer, which also recorded the 
trigger channels so that movement data could be later analysed on a trial-by-trial basis. 
 
1.2) OPM sensors 
The fundamental building block of our system is the OPM sensor. We employed compact 
commercially available sensors (see Figure 1c)3,11, allowing a large number to be located flexibly on 
the scalp surface. Each OPM sensor head contains a semiconductor laser for optical pumping, optics 
for laser beam conditioning, a 3 x 3 x 3 mm3 87Rb vapour cell and a silicon photodiode for beam 
detection. The sensor head connects to a small electronics controller via a 5 m cable which is passed 
through a waveguide in the MSR. The sensor includes three on-board coils which can be used to null 
static field components in the cell. Field changes (e.g. due to neural currents in the brain) can be 
detected via the change in transmitted light intensity which they produce (Figure 1b). The transmitted 
intensity shows a zero-field resonance, which is a Lorentzian function of the magnetic field 
components transverse to the laser beam, with a full width at half maximum of around 30 nT. For 
continuous field measurements, a sinusoidally-modulated magnetic field of 1 kHz frequency is 
applied perpendicular to the laser beam using the on-sensor coils. The depth of modulation of the 
transmitted light, which is monitored using a lock-in process, is sensitive to the magnitude of the field 
component along the modulation axis8,31. The amplitude of the two field components perpendicular 
to the beam can be measured simultaneously by applying oscillating currents to two coils in 
quadrature. However, here only the radial field component was measured. 
 
1.3) Scanner-cast design and 3D printing 
Pre-recorded MRI and (cryogenic) MEG data were used to inform the design and construction of the 
individualised scanner-cast. To ascertain the shape of the subject’s head, an anatomical MRI scan 
was acquired using a Philips (Best, NL) 3T Ingenia MR system running a T1-weighted gradient echo 
imaging sequence, with an isotropic resolution of 1 mm and a high bandwidth to limit field-
inhomogeneity-related distortion. A 3D mesh, representing the outer surface of the head and face was 
extracted from this image and then used to define a custom-fitted helmet, in which the OPM sensors 
could be mounted12. In a complete system, a large number of sensors would be spaced equidistantly 
across the entire scalp surface, giving whole brain coverage, but in our prototype system (used for the 
finger abduction and ball game paradigms), only 13 sensors were available and these had to be 
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positioned for optimal coverage of the sensorimotor region. To determine the optimal OPM sensor 
positions, we carried out the visually-cued finger abduction experiment on the same subject using a 
cryogenic MEG system, and localised the source position and orientation using a beamformer. Having 
computed the location and orientation of the dipolar source, we used a forward model to compute the 
radial magnetic fields at the scalp surface generated by this dipole. The positions of the scalp-array 
sensors were then chosen to sample these fields optimally12.  We assessed the effect of crosstalk 
between sensors, which may occur due to constructive interference of fields from adjacent sensors. 
For the sensor array used here we found these effects to be less than 3% when taking into account the 
radial field (see Extended Data Figure 8 and SI section 8). See SI Section 7 for details of the scanner-
cast that accommodated the 26 sensors which were used in a functional connectivity demonstration 
(see also Extended Data Figure 6). 
 
1.4) Field Nulling Coils 
The remnant earth’s field at the centre of our MSR is ~25 nT, and also shows significant spatial 
variation, with a gradient of ~10 nTm-1.  This means that translation through the inhomogeneous 
remnant field, or rotation with respect to the field vector, produces field changes at the sensors that 
are much larger than the neuromagnetic fields of interest (as shown in Figure 3). Given the size of 
the remnant field and the narrow operational range of the OPMs (±1.5nT), such movement is likely 
to take the sensors outside their operational range. For example, a rotation of less than 4o in a field of 
25 nT can produce a change of more than 1.5 nT in the amplitude of the magnetic field along an OPM 
sensor’s sensitive axis, thus rendering it inoperable. The use of the field nulling coils to reduce the 
remnant static (earth’s) field over a large central volume inside the MSR is therefore critical if the 
sensor array is to be operated without being rigidly fixed in position with respect to the MSR.  
 
Here, the remnant field was nulled using a set of coils positioned on either side of the subject (see 
Figure 3a). Five different bi-planar coils were constructed independently to null 𝐵𝑥, 𝐵𝑦 and 𝐵𝑧 and 
the two dominant field gradients, 𝑑𝐵𝑥 𝑑𝑧⁄  and 𝑑𝐵𝑧 𝑑𝑧⁄ . In contrast to the tri-axial Helmholtz coil 
arrangement that is commonly used to null the remnant field inside an MSR, the bi-planar coil array 
allows cancellation of spatially varying fields and also does not significantly limit access to the 
subject, since the coil windings are confined to two vertical planes (rather than the three pairs of 
orthogonal planes that would enclose the subject when using three orthogonal Helmholtz coils). The 
bi-planar coil system therefore offers significant advantages by eliminating the spatially uniform 
remnant field and its first order spatial variation, whilst maintaining access to the subject. 
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Magnetic fields from bi-planar coils32 were optimised for homogeneity using a harmonic 
minimisation approach26. The current distribution 𝑱 was confined to the two planes at 𝑧 = ±𝑎 in the 
region |𝑥|,|𝑦| < 𝐿, and defined using the stream function, 𝑆 as 𝑱 = 𝛻𝑆×?̂? . 𝑆 is parameterised as a 
two-dimensional Fourier series so that 
𝑆 =  ∑ [𝛼𝑛 
cos(𝑛−
1
2
)𝜋𝑥
𝐿
+ 𝛽𝑛 sin
𝑛𝜋𝑦
𝐿
]𝑛 × ∑ [𝛾𝑚 
cos(𝑚−
1
2
)𝜋𝑥
𝐿
+ 𝛿𝑚 sin
𝑚𝜋𝑦
𝐿
]𝑚 .  [1] 
Optimal values of the Fourier coefficients (𝛼𝑛 , 𝛽𝑛, 𝛾𝑚 , 𝛿𝑚) were identified by exploiting the 
symmetry of the field distribution and then minimising: 
∑ [𝑩(𝒓𝑡) − 𝑩𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝒓𝑡)]
2
+ 𝜔𝑃𝑡 ,        [2] 
where 𝒓𝑡 characterise locations within the volume of interest at which a homogenous field or field 
gradient (described by 𝑩𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡) is required, and 𝑃 represents the power dissipated in the coil. The 
coefficient, 𝜔 can be used to adjust the weighting of the power term. Increasing 𝜔 reduces the 
complexity of the wire paths to be fabricated. 𝑩(𝒓𝑡) was calculated using the relationship 
?̃? = 𝜇0{[𝑖𝑘𝑥?̂? + 𝑖𝑘𝑦?̂?]
𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ
𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ
(𝑘𝑟𝑧) − 𝑘𝑟?̂?
𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ
𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ
(𝑘𝑟𝑧)}?̃?𝑒
−𝑘𝑟𝑎,    [3] 
where ?̃? and ?̃? are the two-dimensional Fourier transforms of the field and stream function with 
respect to 𝑥 (𝑘𝑥) and 𝑦 (𝑘𝑦), and  𝑘𝑟 = (𝑘𝑥
2 + 𝑘𝑦
2)
1
2⁄  . The upper/lower 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ/𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ terms correspond 
to the case of the stream function having the same/opposite sign on the two planes. Coils were 
designed to produce a homogeneous (within ±5 %) field or field gradient over a 0.4 x 0.4 x 0.4 m3  
central region, which is large enough to span the range of sensor positions during experiments in 
which head movement is allowed. The wire paths for each coil span an area of 1.6 x 1.6 m2 and are 
layered on two planes of medium-density fibreboard separated by 1.5 m. The coil wire paths and 
contours of the magnetic field or field gradient in a central plane between the two coils are shown in 
Extended Data Figure 9 for each coil. The field variation was calculated by applying the elemental 
Biot-Savart law to the digitised wirepaths (see SI section 5 for further discussion). 
 
1.5) Motion detection and quantification 
To quantify head movement, we used a simple optical tracking system based upon a Microsoft Kinect 
V1-2010 camera which was placed ~1 m in front of the subject. This camera provides a simultaneous 
8-bit RGB video stream (640 x 480 pixel display, with 57 horizontal and 43 vertical field of view) 
and an 11-bit depth image, reconstructed from an infra-red projected field. Data from both streams 
were captured using the MATLAB image acquisition toolbox, at 12 frames per second. 
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A motion-tracking algorithm was used to track the positions of three black dots on the outer surface 
of the white scanner-cast. The algorithm was initiated via manual selection of the three dots in the 
first frame of the video. A threshold detect routine then identified the dots and their centre of mass in 
all subsequent frames. Pixel numbers were converted to absolute locations in three dimensions by 
integrating the video data with the depth field. In this way, we defined parameters describing the 
motion of the three markers throughout the experiment. To quantify motion, movement parameters 
for all three orientations and all three fiducial locations were concatenated. Figure 2 (panel i) shows 
these data as a histogram plotted on a logarithmic scale. 
 
2) EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
2.1) Finger abduction paradigm 
Experiments were carried out on a single subject (female, right-handed, age 27), who provided written 
informed consent (both to participation in the experiments and to release of photographs). The study 
was approved by the University of Nottingham Medical School ethics committee. The subject 
undertook multiple repeats of a visuo-motor task20. The paradigm comprised visual stimulation with 
a centrally-presented, maximum-contrast, vertical square-wave grating (3 cycles per degree). The 
grating subtended a visual angle of 8° and was displayed along with a fixation cross on a grey 
background. In a single trial, the grating was presented for 1 s followed by a 3 s baseline period during 
which only the fixation cross was shown. During presentation, the participant was instructed to make 
repeated abductions of their left (non-dominant) index finger. 50 of these trials were recorded in each 
experiment. Blocks of ten trials were interspersed with blocks of ten ‘rest’ trials. In these rest trials 
(also 4 s in duration) the fixation cross remained on the screen, but no finger abduction was made. 
Averaging across the 50 ‘real’ and 50 ‘rest’ trials independently allowed assessment of SIR (see 
below). This experiment was repeated six times with the subject stationary and six times with the 
subject making natural movements. It was also repeated six times using a cryogenic MEG system. 
 
2.2) The ‘ball game’ paradigm 
The subject was seated in the OPM-MEG system and asked to play a simple ball game in which they 
continually bounced a table tennis ball on a bat. 10 s bursts of ‘ping-pong’ were interspersed with 10 
s of baseline activity (during which the subject was told to simply hold the bat and ball on their knee). 
This gave a total trial length of 20 s, and the subject repeated this 29 times. Due to the location of the 
OPM sensors in the scanner cast, the experiment was undertaken with the subject’s non-dominant 
hand. Trials were cued by a second experimenter who was positioned inside the MSR throughout the 
experiment and gave verbal instructions to cue the game (they shouted either ‘ping-pong’ or ‘rest’ to 
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begin or stop the game). This experiment was undertaken once in the OPM-MEG system by three 
subjects. 
 
2.3) Cryogenic MEG system data acquisition 
To compare OPM-MEG to cryogenic-MEG recordings, we undertook the finger abduction 
experiment, in the same subject, using a 275-channel CTF MEG system (MISL, Coquitlam, Canada) 
operating in third-order synthetic gradiometer configuration33. Data were acquired at a sampling 
frequency of 600 Hz and the subject was seated. Three electromagnetic position indicator coils were 
placed on the head as fiducial markers (at the nasion, left preauricular and right preauricular points). 
The locations of these fiducials were tracked continuously during the recording by sequentially 
energising each coil and performing a magnetic dipole fit to these data. This allowed both continuous 
assessment of head movement throughout the measurement, and knowledge of the location of the 
head relative to the MEG sensors. Prior to the MEG recording, a 3-dimensional digitisation of the 
subject’s head-shape, relative to the fiducial markers, was acquired using a 3D digitiser (Polhemus 
Inc., Vermont). Co-registration of the MEG sensor geometry to the anatomical MR image was 
achieved by fitting the digitised head surface to the equivalent head surface extracted from the 
anatomical image. The subject undertook the experiment six times and a different head digitisation 
was acquired each time. 
 
2.4) Data processing: interference rejection 
Following data collection, OPM-MEG data were processed in order to remove magnetic interference. 
The reference array sensors were located close enough to the scalp array to capture similar 
environmental interference, but sufficiently far away to be insensitive to the neuromagnetic fields of 
interest. This meant that the scalp and reference arrays could be used to synthesise a ‘gradiometer’ 
measurement whereby the scalp array data are de-noised via regression of the reference array 
signals12. The reference array data from all four channels were combined in a single (design) matrix 
and a regression was used to remove any linear combination of reference array (interference) signals 
from the scalp array (neuromagnetic) signals. We applied this correction to the raw (i.e. unfiltered) 
data. 
 
2.5) Data processing: beamforming 
Following interference rejection, all MEG data (OPM and cryogenic) were processed in the same 
way. Data were initially inspected visually, and any trials with excessive interference were discarded. 
This resulted in the loss of only 1 trial (from a cryogenic recording). A beamformer adaptive spatial 
filtering approach was then employed.  
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Using a beamformer24,34, an estimate of electrical source strength  tQθˆ , made at time t and a 
predetermined location in the brain is given by a weighted sum of sensor measurements such that 
   ttQ TmWθθ ˆ .         [4] 
Here m(t) is a vector of magnetic field measurements made at time t across all sensors (i.e. 13 in our 
OPM system or 275 in the cryogenic system) and W is a vector of weighting parameters tuned to a 
predefined location in source-space and current dipole orientation, represented by the vector . The 
superscript T indicates a matrix transpose.  
  
The weighting parameters are derived based on power minimisation. The overall power in the output 
signal  tQθˆ  is minimised with the linear constraint that power originating from the 
location/orientation of interest () should remain. Mathematically the beamformer problem can be 
written as: 
  1ˆmin 2 θθθ
W
LW
θ
TtosubjectQ ,       [5] 
where 
2ˆ
θQ  represents the source power, given by θθθ CWW
TQ 2ˆ , C represents the channel level data 
covariance matrix calculated over a time-frequency window of interest, and L is the lead field vector, 
which is a vector containing a model of the magnetic fields that would be measured at each of the 
sensors in response to a source of unit amplitude with location and orientation . The (regularised) 
solution to Eq. 5 is found analytically to be: 
     111   ΣCLLΣCLW   TTT  .     [6] 
Σ  is a diagonal matrix representing the white noise at each of the MEG channels (which we 
approximate as the identity matrix) and  is a regularisation parameter35. Note that, in addition to 
source localisation, the power minimisation term has the desirable effect of reducing artifact from 
e.g. muscles (see Extended Data Figure 10 and SI section 9). 
 
We sought to examine beta band effects, and so the beamformer weights were constructed, using Eq. 
6, with covariance matrix C  computed using beta band (13-30 Hz) data over a time window spanning 
the entire experiment23 (400s). In all cases (OPM and cryogenic MEG data) the regularisation 
parameter was optimised to give the best SIR (defined as the standard deviation of the finger 
abduction trials divided by the standard deviation of the rest trials). The lead field was calculated 
using the analytical formulation first described by Sarvas36. Two other covariance matrices were 
constructed: aC  was defined as the data covariance in an ‘active’ window. This spanned the 0 s < t 
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< 1 s  window (relative to trial onset) in the case of the finger abduction paradigm, and the 1 s < t < 
9 s window (relative to trial onset) in the ball game paradigm. cC  represented data covariance in a 
‘control’ window (1 s < t < 2 s for the finger abduction and 11 s < t < 19 s for the ball game). We then 
defined a pseudo-T-statistical contrast as 
θθ
θθθθ
WCW
WCWWCW
c
T
c
T
a
T
T
2

         [7] 
Pseudo-T-statistics were computed at the vertices of a regular 4 mm grid spanning the entire brain. 
For each voxel, the orientation of each source was based on a non-linear search for the orientation 
that gave the maximum signal to noise ratio34. This method allowed construction of 3D images 
showing the spatial signature of maximum change in beta power. These images, averaged across 
experiments, are shown in Figure 2 (panel ii) and in Figure 4b. 
 
Finally, to investigate the spectro-temporal signature of electrophysiological activity at the location 
of peak change, a time-frequency spectrogram (TFS) was derived. Here, the peak location/orientation, 
peak, was extracted from the beamformer images, and a time course of electrophysiological activity 
for that location derived using Eq. 4 (the data covariance for the weights calculation was expanded to 
a broad (1-150 Hz) frequency range and covered the full 400s of data collection). The resulting data 
were frequency filtered into 31 overlapping frequency bands, and a Hilbert transform was used to 
generate the amplitude envelope of oscillations within each band. These envelope time courses were 
then averaged across trials, and experiments, and concatenated in the frequency dimension to generate 
a single TFS (shown in Figure 2, panel iii, and in Figure 4c). The same method was used (with beta 
band filtered covariance for weights calculation) to examine beta band fluctuations. 
 
 
31 Shah, V., Knappe, S., Schwindt, P. D. D. & Kitching, J. Subpicotesla atomic magnetometry 
with a microfabricated vapour cell. Nature Photonics 1, 649-652 (2007). 
32 Yoda, K. Analytical design method of shelf shielded planar coils. Journal of Applied Physics 
67, 191-206 (1990). 
33 Vrba, J. & Robinson, S. E. Signal processing in magnetoencephalography. Methods 25 
(2001). 
34 Robinson, S. & Vrba, J. Functional Neuroimaging by synthetic Aperture Magnetometry. In 
Recent Advances in Biomagnetism, ed. Yoshimoto T, Kotani M, Kuriki S, Karibe H, Nakasato 
N, Tohoku Univ. Press, Sendai, Japan., 302-305 (1998). 
35 Backus, G. E. & Gilbert, F. The Resolving power of Gross Earth Data. Geophysical Journal 
of the Royal Astronomical Society 16, 169-205 (1968). 
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Supplementary Information 
 
3) TRIAL-BY-TRIAL ANALYSIS 
We present an additional analysis of the data from the 6 finger-abduction experiments, where the 
subject was asked to make naturalistic movements of their head during data acquisition. Here, data 
from the Xbox Kinect camera and OPM MEG channels were combined to examine the effect of 
subject movement on beta band response magnitude, on a trial-by-trial basis. Initially, all data 
(movement, trigger, and OPM-MEG) were concatenated across all six experiments. Kinect data were 
divided into trials and the maximum movement within every trial computed as the largest difference 
between measured fiducial marker coordinates (we took the maximum movement of the three 
different fiducials in any of the three Cartesian axes). For each trial, the mean beta amplitude during 
the window containing the power-decrease (0.4 < t < 0.9 s), and the rebound (1.05 s < t < 4.0 s) was 
also computed. The difference between these two metrics was taken as the peak-to-peak response 
magnitude. We then tested for any significant correlation between response magnitude and 
movement. 
 
Extended Data Figure 1a shows beta envelopes (for both the finger abduction and the rest trials) in 
the presence of large (50 % of trials with highest movement) and small (50 % of trials with smallest 
movement) motion. Here, the red trace shows the beta band amplitude in finger abduction trials in 
the presence of (on average) a 4.3 cm within-trial head movement; the blue trace shows a similar plot 
for data recorded in the presence of a 1.7 cm movement. The green and black traces show the case 
for resting trials with 4.4 cm and 1.7 cm movements, respectively. Interestingly, there was a 
significant increase in baseline beta band oscillatory amplitude for the larger head movement, in both 
the resting and finger abduction trials. This was thought to relate to an increase in artifact due to 
electrophysiological activity in the muscles in the neck. However, despite a more than doubling of 
the head movement, the actual beta response magnitude to finger abduction remains similar. To 
quantify this, Extended Data Figure 1b shows the measured peak-to-peak response amplitude plotted 
against motion for all trials. No measurable relationship between movement and beta response 
magnitude was observed, showing that data quality was unaffected by movement. (If data quality was 
degraded we would expect a negative relationship.)  
 
4) SPATIOTEMPORAL RESOLUTION AND ORIENTATION ROBUSTNESS 
To further characterise our OPM-MEG system we undertook three separate analyses of the finger 
abduction data, the first was to quantify spatial resolution, the second to better understand the scan-
to-scan repeatability, and the third to assess temporal resolution. 
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Spatial resolution measurement 
To compute spatial resolution we measured the correlation between two beamformer reconstructed 
timecourses as a function of the spatial separation between them1. A ‘seed’ location was selected in 
sensorimotor cortex (based upon the peak location of beta band response – this is denoted by the cross 
hair in Extended Data Figure 2a). 4000 ‘test’ locations, within 3cm of the seed, were then selected 
randomly (marked as the red overlay in Extended Data Figure 2a). Data were filtered into the beta 
frequency band and the beamformer used to extract timecourses of electrophysiological activity (see 
Materials and Methods) for the seed and all test locations. Pearson correlation was measured between 
all seed-test pairs; correlation values were binned according to seed-test distance and averaged within 
each bin. (20 bins were used, spaced evenly between 0 and 3 cm meaning that 200 seed-test pairs 
were averaged for each bin.) In order to avoid confounds associated with source orientation, all 
reconstructed orientations were forced to be the same as that of the seed. To estimate spatial 
specificity of the system, we computed the average seed-test distance for which shared variance 
between reconstructed timecourses fell to <50 % - this metric serves as a quantification of spatial 
resolution. This measurement was made independently for 18 separate experiments – 6 OPM runs 
with no head movement, 6 OPM runs with head movement and 6 runs using the cryogenic MEG 
system. Spatial resolution was averaged for each experimental condition and we tested for differences 
between conditions using a non-parametric Wilcoxon sum-rank test. 
 
Results of this analysis are shown in Extended Data Figure 2b. The line graph shows correlation 
between the seed and test timecourses plotted as a function of separation.  The bar chart shows source 
separation for which shared variance dropped to <50 %. In both cases, results are shown for the three 
different experimental conditions and error bars show standard deviation over six experiments. The 
highest spatial resolution was achieved in the static OPM case. Spatial resolution dropped slightly 
(although not significantly (p = 0.09)) when the subject made naturalistic head movements. This is a 
consequence of the beamformer and is a well characterised effect1 – briefly, the limited degrees of 
freedom in the MEG data mean that spatial resolution drops if the beamformer is forced to supress 
artifacts. Here, artifacts were generated by the muscles in the neck controlling head movement – in 
nulling these artifacts (see Extended Data Figure 10 and SI section 9), the spatial resolution would be 
expected to decrease slightly. Spatial resolution was lowest for the cryogenic system. The difference 
in spatial resolution between static OPMs and the cryogenic system was significant (p = 0.002). The 
difference between OPMs with movement and the cryogenic system was not significant (p = 0.09).  
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Scan-to-scan robustness 
To assess scan-to-scan reliability we adopted a recently developed approach based upon the known 
origins of the MEG signal2-4. Source power can vary between experiments. However because the 
MEG signal is driven by current flow in pyramidal neurons, and pyramidal neurons are mostly 
oriented perpendicular to the cortical surface, source orientation depends only on the local folding of 
the cortical sheet. This means that source orientation should remain the same across two or more 
equivalent experiments (where the same sources are active). To test this in the present data, we again 
selected 4000 source locations within 3cm of the peak beta modulation in sensorimotor cortex. For 
each location, we computed source orientation independently for each of the 6 experiments. We then 
measured the orientation difference (as an angle) for all possible combinations of the 6 experiments 
(i.e. for any one source location, 6 experiments means 15 possible comparisons of source orientation; 
4000 test locations thus meant 60,000 angle differences were calculated). We plotted these angles as 
a histogram, and we expected the histogram to peak at zero. These calculations were undertaken 
separately for each experimental condition. To assess the difference between conditions we computed 
the probability of an orientation discrepancy less than 5 degrees. To assess statistical significance a 
permutation test was employed. We undertook the same calculation but with orientation differences 
assigned randomly to ‘sham’ conditions. In this way a null distribution was constructed and an 
empirical p-value determined by comparing the real data to the null distribution. Significance was 
assigned based on p < 0.05, multiple comparison corrected using the Bonferroni Method. 
 
Results are shown in Extended Data Figure 2c. The three histograms show the orientation difference 
for the static OPM (top) moving OPM (centre) and cryogenic (bottom) cases. In all three cases, as 
expected, the derived probability distribution peaks at zero showing the reproducibility of the 
measurements across experiments. The bar chart shows the probability of observing an angular 
discrepancy < 5 degrees. Here we see clearly that the OPM array, when static, significantly (p < 0.05) 
outperformed the cryogenic system in terms of orientation robustness. Moving OPMs demonstrated 
the lowest robustness, however this would be expected since the execution of natural movements 
differed across runs, and therefore the 6 experiments cannot be considered equivalent. This result, 
combined with the spatial resolution measurement above, shows that even with only 13 sensors, our 
OPM-MEG array outperforms a state of the art 275 channel cryogenic MEG system. These data 
therefore demonstrate the significant promise of future generations of OPM-MEG systems to vastly 
outperform current MEG technology.  
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Temporal resolution 
Temporal resolution is limited by the bandwidth of the OPM sensors. Bandwidth itself is a function 
of the transverse spin relaxation rate of the alkali metal atoms, and hence represents a fundamental 
limitation of our system. To measure this experimentally, we constructed a small Helmholtz coil, with 
a coil radius and separation of 15 cm. A single OPM was placed with its sensitive volume at the centre 
of this Helmholtz coil, and a white noise signal was applied to the coil windings. The OPM output 
was measured over a 120 s period, and a comparison of the Fourier transformed input signal and OPM 
data used to compute the frequency at which the OPM sensitivity was significantly reduced 
(quantified as the 3 dB point). The result is shown in Extended Data Figure 2d: the blue line shows 
the spectrum of the current source, the green line shows the spectrum of the measured field. These 
data suggest that sensitivity decreases significantly above 130 Hz (a temporal resolution of 7.7 ms). 
It is noteworthy that this bandwidth is lower than that of superconducting quantum interference 
devices (SQUIDs), however it remains sufficiently high to capture most signals that are of interest in 
MEG. 
 
5) EVOKED RESPONSE ANALYSIS 
In addition to neural oscillatory responses, task-based MEG studies often seek to measure the time- 
and phase-locked evoked responses to stimuli; that is, the broad-band transient component of the 
electrophysiological response (in this case to finger-movement). This is somewhat complicated in the 
present work because movement onset depends on reaction time to the visual cue, and therefore 
differences in reaction time across trials will attenuate the average evoked response. Nevertheless we 
undertook an evoked analysis which employed similar beamformer techniques to those described in 
our methodology section. 
 
Differences for this supplementary analysis were that the data were frequency filtered between 2 Hz 
and 30 Hz to best capture the evoked response. To attenuate low frequency artifacts, raw data at the 
OPM sensor level were treated on a trial-by-trial basis, with a 10th order polynomial fitted to, and 
removed from, each trial (and each sensor). The beamformer was applied as described in our Methods 
section, with covariance ( C ) computed using unaveraged data in the 2-30 Hz band and a time 
window spanning the entire set of six experiments. Pseudo-T-statistical images were generated using 
Eq. 7: aC  was defined as the covariance computed using the trial averaged data in an ‘active’ 
window spanning 0 s < t < 0.5 s relative to trial onset. cC  was defined using trial averaged data with 
the control window set to 1.5 s < t < 2 s. Electrophysiological time courses were extracted from the 
peak in the pseudo-T-statistical images, and averaged across both finger abduction and rest trials. The 
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signal to interference ratio (SIR) was computed as the ratio of the standard deviation of the average 
signal in the finger abduction trials (in the 0 s < t < 1 s window) to the equivalent standard deviation 
in the rest trials. SIR values were calculated for each of the 12 OPM experiments (6 static and 6 
moving) independently. 
 
Results are shown in Extended Data Figure 3, separately for the following experimental conditions: 
experiments where the subject was asked to make natural head movements whilst performing the 
finger abductions are shown in Figure 3b; experiments where the subject was asked to remain still 
are shown in Figure 3a. In both cases, panel (i) shows the beamformer image and the evoked response 
time courses. Extended Data Figure 3c shows a direct comparison of the evoked response to finger 
abduction for moving (blue) and static (red) data. Importantly, the spatio-temporal signature of the 
response in the two cases is largely similar. Quantitatively, for the static case, SIR ranged from 1.4 
to 2.1, whilst for the moving case SNR ranged from 1.0 to 1.9; no significant difference was observed 
(p = 0.24; two-sided Wilcoxon sum-rank test). These results show once again that our system can 
capture high quality MEG data, even in the presence of large movements.  
 
6) OPM CALIBRATION IN A CHANGING BACKGROUND FIELD 
At any single point in time, the OPM cell can be thought of as experiencing two magnetic fields: one 
(time varying) field due to the brain, and a second (temporally invariant) field due to the background 
static (earth’s) magnetic field. At the beginning of the experiment, the latter is reduced by the field 
nulling coils over a large volume through which the head can move. Although inevitably this 
cancellation is imperfect, it is sufficient to allow the sensors to remain operational in the presence of 
head movements, and to reduce the movement-related artifact to a manageable level (see Fig. 3). 
However, a more subtle effect is that changes in the background field also alter the gain of the OPM. 
Specifically, as the background field increases the gain of the sensor reduces and the OPM sensitivity 
to neuromagnetic fields drops. For the purposes of the present paper, it is critical that this effect is 
characterised, since significant variation in the gain across an experiment would degrade the accuracy 
of the beamformer spatial filter used to process the data. 
The measured output of a single OPM channel (i.e. the output of the photodiode) is a Lorentzian 
function of the magnetic field inside the vapour cell. In practice, an oscillating field of frequency 𝜔, 
oriented perpendicular to the laser beam, is added by on-board coils. This allows us to read out a 
signal proportional to the component of the time-varying field that is parallel to the modulation field. 
To illustrate this mathematically, assume that the laser beam is oriented along the z-axis, and the field 
of interest in the cell, 𝐵𝑥, is oriented in the 𝑥 direction, as is the modulation field. In this case, the 
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output OPM signal (which is proportional to polarisation in the z-direction, 𝑃𝑧(𝜔)) is given by a 
solution to the Bloch Equation5,6: 
𝑃𝑧(𝜔) ∝ (
𝛾2𝜏2𝐵𝑥
𝛾2𝜏2𝐵𝑥
2+1
) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡)𝐽0 (
𝛾𝐵𝑚𝑜𝑑
𝑄(𝑃)𝜔
) 𝐽1 (
𝛾𝐵𝑚𝑜𝑑
𝑄(𝑃)𝜔
).    [s1] 
Here, 𝛾 is the electron gyromagnetic ratio and 𝜏 (= 𝑅 +
1
𝑇2
)-1 is the atomic spin coherence time, which 
is a function of both the optical pumping rate, 𝑅, and the relaxation time 𝑇2. 𝐽0 and 𝐽1 are Bessel 
functions of the first kind. 𝐵𝑚𝑜𝑑 is the modulation field amplitude and 𝑄(𝑃) is the nuclear slow-down 
factor which depends on the spin polarisation. Assuming a lock-in process is used to measure the 
component of 𝑃𝑧 varying at frequency 𝜔 then, since the product 𝐽0 (
𝛾𝐵𝑚𝑜𝑑
𝑄(𝑃)𝜔
) 𝐽1 (
𝛾𝐵𝑚𝑜𝑑
𝑄(𝑃)𝜔
) is constant, we 
can write  
 𝑃𝑧(𝜔) ∝ (
𝛾2𝜏2𝐵𝑥
𝛾2𝜏2𝐵𝑥
2+1
).        [s2] 
Now assume that the field component of interest, 𝐵𝑥, comprises two parts: a static or background 
field, 𝐵𝑥
(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐)
, and a neuromagnetic field  𝛿𝐵𝑥 so that 
𝐵𝑥 = 𝐵𝑥
(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐)
+ 𝛿𝐵𝑥        [s3] 
Assuming that the remnant earth’s field is larger than the neuromagnetic field (i.e. 𝐵𝑥
(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐)
≫ 𝛿𝐵𝑥) 
then  
𝑃(𝜔) ∝ (
𝛾2𝜏2
𝛾2𝜏2𝐵𝑥
(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐)2
+1
) 𝐵𝑥
(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐)
+ (
𝛾2𝜏2
𝛾2𝜏2𝐵𝑥
(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐)2
+1
) 𝛿𝐵𝑥.   [s4] 
Here, the first term relates to the sensor response to the changing static field (i.e. the movement 
artifact) and the second term corresponds to the sensor response to neuromagnetic field changes. 
Importantly, the effective gain of the output due to the neuromagnetic field, which can be written as  
𝐺 = (
𝛾2𝜏2
𝛾2𝜏2𝐵𝑥
(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐)2
+1
),        [s5] 
is sensitive to the static field component, 𝐵𝑥
(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐)
. The gain is largest when 𝐵𝑥
(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐)
= 0, and if the 
sensor moves, and the background field magnitude increases, the gain will drop, making the sensor 
less sensitive to neuromagnetic fields.  
 
To measure the magnitude of this effect, 6 OPM sensors were placed inside the field nulling coil, 
oriented with their long axes parallel to the field produced by the bi-planar Bz-coil. The background 
field was nulled as in normal operation. To simulate a neuromagnetic field, small oscillating currents 
were applied to each of the sensors at known frequencies (131 Hz, 137 Hz, 139 Hz, 141 Hz, 143 Hz 
and 145 Hz) using the on-board coils. To simulate a changing background field, rather than moving 
the sensors, the current through the Bz-coil was varied, changing the background field approximately 
from -1.5 nT to +1.5 nT in 9 sequential steps. This resulted in 9 data segments, in which the small 
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oscillating field could be measured in the presence of 9 known background fields. We then plotted 
the amplitude of the simulated neuromagnetic field against the background field.  
 
Extended Data Figure 4a shows example data from a single sensor; the effect of stepping the 
background field can be seen clearly, and the inset plot shows a few cycles of the 137 Hz oscillating 
field which mimics neuromagnetic signal. Extended Data Figure 4b shows power spectra of each of 
the 9 data segments independently, for the same sensor. In the inset graph, note that the magnitude of 
the 137 Hz peak changes depending on which data segment is studied. Finally, Extended Data Figure 
4c shows the fractional change of the oscillating field amplitude as a function of background field. 
The green line shows a fitted Lorentzian curve (of the form 𝑦 =
𝑎
𝑏(𝑥−𝑐)2+1
+ 𝑑) showing that our data 
agree with the analytical analysis above (Eq. s5). Error bars show standard deviation over the six 
sensors. Over the dynamic range of the sensor (±1.5 nT) the gain changes by ~4 %. 
 
Importantly, measurement of the standard deviation of the static field in the six finger abduction 
experiments was 0.25 ± 0.2 nT when the subject was moving and 0.12 ± 0.04 nT when the subject 
was stationary. This means that approximately 95 % of our data will experience a gain error of less 
than 0.5 %. For the purposes of our proof-of-principle demonstration this error was considered 
acceptable. However, future system modification could take this changing gain into account in data 
modelling. 
 
7) DISCUSSION: EXPANSION OF THE FIELD NULLING COIL SYSTEM: 
The current field nulling coil system has a 40 x 40 x 40 cm3 volume, within which the error in the 
uniformity of the field or field gradient generated by the coils is <5 %. Whilst this ‘box’ (within which 
the subject can move) is relatively large, some applications may require it to be expanded. Such 
expansion is readily achievable, with the simplest way being to increase the area of the coil planes 
and/or reduce their separation relative to their in-plane extent.  
 
The final dimensions of the current coil set were determined practically, by the size and layout of the 
MSR in which the OPMs were operated. This MSR contains a 275 channel cryogenic MEG system, 
the presence of which limited the size of the coils to squares of 1.6 m side length  (this was the 
maximum size that could be achieved whilst still allowing the coils to be easily removed from the 
MSR during liquid cryogen fills and studies using the cryogenic machine). The position of the 
cryogenic system and its chair also imposed restrictions on the separation of the two planes. The 
plane-separation of 1.5 m was chosen to allow the coils to be sited around the cryogenic system. The 
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presence of the chair, positioned in the gap between the coil planes, also meant that the subject had 
to remain seated during all OPM-MEG experiments. 
 
Coils designed with these limitations produced homogeneous fields, or field gradients, over a central 
volume which comfortably spans the head and the OPM array. Further, this volume allows for flexible 
head movement, accommodating a range of potential applications as described in our main 
manuscript; it certainly provides a more comfortable experience than is possible using a typical 
cryogenic system where movement is limited to <5 mm. Nevertheless, enhancing the experimental 
setup to allow a greater range of motion during an OPM-MEG measurement is the ultimate aim for 
the technology.  
 
Key enhancements of several aspects of the technology will be required before this can be realised. 
Importantly, the extent of movement would be ultimately limited by the MSR layout. Therefore, it 
would be advantageous to design an MSR specifically with OPM-MEG in mind. Removing the 
cryogenic system could allow the subject to stand. It would also allow the use of novel coil designs 
whose size and separation would be limited only by the dimensions of the MSR, which would readily 
allow an increase in the size of the homogeneous region. For example, simply doubling the 
dimensions of the current coils would produce homogeneous fields, or field gradients, over a central 
volume of 80 x 80 x 80 cm3 which would immediately allow a much wider range of motions.  
 
Coil designs could also be modified, for example by using the same coil design method, but changing 
the coils’ aspect ratio. This could allow subjects to move around within a ‘corridor’ or allow multiple 
subjects to interact with one another. The coils could also be built directly into the walls of the MSR 
(notwithstanding any interactions between the fields and the mu-metal that would need to be taken 
into account in the design process) lessening any restrictions the coils would impose on the range of 
movements available to the subject. Also, here only the field and first order spatial field gradient 
terms have been considered. Designs could also be extended to produce higher order field terms in 
order to provide further reduction of the remnant field inside the MSR. 
 
The ability of the bi-planar coils to generate controlled patterns of spatial magnetic field variation 
could be exploited to measure the positions and orientations of the OPM sensors, providing the 
information needed for data modelling. In the current system, this information is provided by the 
scanner cast, however in future systems, following further miniaturisation of OPMs, one could 
envisage smaller OPMs held in a flexible ‘cap’ (similar to EEG). Removing the requirement for a 
scanner cast would be advantageous in terms of both practicality (no need for 3D printing or MRI) 
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and cost. However, use of such a system would require a way of determining the sensors’ locations 
and orientations relative to each other, and to the brain. Application of a known (e.g. sinusoidal) 
current to the bi-planar  𝐵𝑥, 𝐵𝑦 and 𝐵𝑧 coils, and subsequent measurement of the ratios of the 
amplitudes of the fields measured at the sensors to the applied fields, would yield orientation 
information for every sensor. Similarly, the spatial positions of the sensors (relative to each other) 
could be found by analysing the fields measured when known currents are applied to the gradient 
coils. These methods, coupled with the use of a set of fiducial coils placed at anatomical landmarks 
(similar to current cryogenic MEG) would give complete information on the OPM montage and its 
location relative to the head 
 
8) A COMPARISON WITH ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY 
Electroencephalography (EEG) involves measurement of the electrical potentials generated at the 
scalp surface by the same neural current flow that gives rise to the MEG signals7. The lightweight 
nature and flexibility of placement of the EEG electrodes means that EEG constitutes a wearable 
brain imaging system. There is no reason why OPM-MEG and EEG data could not be captured at the 
same time (e.g. with EEG electrodes placed between OPM sensors). However EEG alone also 
notionally offers direct competition to the wearable OPM-MEG system described here. For this 
reason, we undertook a direct comparison of EEG and OPM-MEG.    
 
Data collection and analysis: 
To facilitate a comparison between EEG and OPM-MEG data, we undertook two sets of experiments: 
1. The finger abduction experiments reported in the main manuscript were repeated, while EEG 
data were collected. A single experiment comprised 50 trials, each involving 1 s of finger abduction 
and 3 s rest. 50 ‘dummy’ trials were interleaved. The subject who previously participated in the OPM-
MEG study, undertook the experiment 12 times, 6 where they kept as still as possible, and 6 where 
they made natural head movements during the task. Head motion was measured using the Xbox 
Kinect camera, which tracked movement of a single head marker. These experiments were directly 
equivalent to those undertaken using OPM-MEG and reported in Figure 2. 
2. Previous publications8-10 have suggested a difference in the manifestation of muscle artifacts 
(unwanted signals generated at scalp sensors due to electrical activity in muscles around the head and 
neck) between MEG and EEG. To investigate such artifacts, we ran the same finger abduction 
paradigm (50 trials, 1 s movement, 3 s rest), but asked the subject to tense the muscles in their jaw 
and neck during the movement period (as well as move their finger) so as to produce task-correlated 
muscle artifacts. This experiment was repeated twice, once with data recorded with OPM-MEG, and 
once with data recorded using EEG. 
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In the above experiments, EEG data were acquired using BrainAmp MRplus EEG amplifiers (Brain 
Products, Munich) with a 1 kHz sampling rate and a frequency range of 0.06-250 Hz (30 dB roll-off 
at high frequencies). A standard 63-channel EEG cap (EasyCap, Herrsching) was fitted to the subject 
by an experienced EEG user, with electrode impedances maintained below 10 kΩ for the duration of 
the study (these were checked regularly between data recordings). The electrode layout followed the 
extended international 10-20 system with an additional channel for recording the electrocardiogram 
(ECG). FCz was used as the reference electrode during acquisition. All data were acquired using 
BrainVision Recorder software (v1.2, Brain Products, Munich). The spatial separation of EEG 
electrodes on the scalp was 2.9 ± 0.3 cm, which was similar to the spatial separation of OPMs in our 
OPM array (2.2 ± 0.2 cm). 
 
EEG data were initially analysed in BrainVision Analyzer2. For each experiment, data were visually 
inspected for noisy channels; only electrode Tp10 was found to be noisy (in 2/13 recordings) and was 
excluded (in these 2 runs). Data were referenced to an average of all remaining channels to provide 
as clean a reference signal as possible (with minimal neuronal or artifactual signals11). Following this, 
data were exported to Matlab where a sensor space analysis was carried out. 
 
For each EEG sensor, a time-frequency spectrogram (generated using a Hilbert transform – see 
Materials and Methods) was employed to visualise the neural oscillatory response to finger 
movement. An equivalent sensor space analysis was undertaken of the OPM-MEG data. In all cases, 
baseline oscillatory amplitude, computed in the 3 s < t < 3.5 s time window, was subtracted so that 
time-frequency spectra showed absolute change from baseline. For the muscle-tensing paradigm, 
quantitative analysis was carried out in the 20 to 55 Hz frequency range; absolute change in oscillatory 
amplitude from baseline, in the 0.25 s < t < 1 s time window (during the muscle clench), was 
normalised by the baseline estimate to assess fractional change in amplitude. EEG and OPM-MEG 
results were compared. 
 
Results 
Extended Data Figure 5a shows results of the muscle tensing paradigm. Extended Data Figure 5ai 
shows a visualisation of the 64-channel EEG montage using the extended 10-20 system (top) 
alongside the 21-channel OPM-MEG montage used to assess muscle artifacts (bottom). Extended 
Data Figure 5aii shows time-frequency spectra extracted from three channels of interest, again for 
EEG (top) and OPM-MEG (bottom). Note that these channels (indicated by the red stars in Extended 
Data Figure 5ai) were selected because they showed the largest beta band response to finger abduction 
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in separate experiments. Notice that, for OPM-MEG, although a muscle artifact is observed, the beta 
response is still clearly visible. However, in the EEG channels, the beta response is completely 
obscured by the muscle artifact (this was the case in all channels). The bar chart in Extended Data 
Figure 5aiii shows the size of the muscle artifact (averaged across 13 sensors covering the 
sensorimotor strip as indicated by the black circles in Extended Data Figure 5ai) relative to baseline. 
Note that the size of the artifact in EEG is ~10 times larger than the equivalent artifact in OPM-MEG. 
For completeness we also measured the size of the artifact relative to the beta rebound (the only phase 
of the beta response still visible in the EEG data). This was done for the three (MEG and EEG) 
channels shown in Extended Data Figure 5aii. In EEG, the artifact was 31 ± 4 times larger than the 
rebound. In MEG this value dropped to 2 ± 1. 
 
Extended Data Figure 5b shows a direct comparison of EEG and OPM-MEG data recorded during 
the finger abduction task. For both modalities, data from a single sensor with the largest beta band 
fluctuation (for data recorded in the static case) has been chosen for visualisation. Movement data, 
recorded using the X-box Kinect camera, are also shown. The left-most two time-frequency spectra 
show data averaged over all six experiments (300 trials), whereas the right-most two time-frequency 
spectra show a single representative experiment (50 trials). Both finger abduction and resting trials 
are shown. With the head static, OPM-MEG and EEG offer similar results at the channel level; the 
expected beta modulation is shown clearly whilst higher frequencies, and resting trials show no 
obvious fluctuations. However, with the head freely moving, whilst OPM-MEG data show a clear 
response, EEG data suffer from significant artifact generated by muscle activity (as well as, 
potentially, movement degrading the contact of the electrode with the scalp). Whilst averaging over 
more trials (300 compared to 60) reduces the contribution of muscle artifact to the processed EEG 
signal, it does not eliminate it. Results therefore show clearly that EEG data, acquired in a freely 
moving subject, does not produce the same quality of neuronal responses as that afforded by OPM-
MEG. 
 
Discussion: The advantages of OPM-MEG over EEG 
The advantages of OPM-MEG over EEG can be broken down into three areas, 1) sensitivity to muscle 
artifact; 2) spatial resolution and 3) practical issues. These are discussed below. 
 
Muscle artifacts 
The results above show that muscle artifacts in EEG and MEG begin in the low beta band  (~15-20 
Hz) and extend into the higher (gamma) frequency range. This result is in good agreement with 
previous findings: for example, Whitham et al.12 recorded EEG data with and without neuromuscular 
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blockade, with results showing that EEG data are contaminated at frequencies above ~20 Hz. Our 
data also show that EEG is markedly more sensitive to such artifacts than MEG. Again this is not a 
new finding8-10, and it occurs because the magnetic field falls off rapidly as distance to the primary 
dipole generator increases, whereas volume conduction in EEG facilitates greater (and less 
predictable) spatial spread of the measured electrical potential. 
  
Muscle artifacts are clearly an issue in a wearable neuroimaging system, particularly during 
paradigms (such as those employed in the present paper) where head and face movement is either 
expected or task related. Given its lower sensitivity to muscle artifacts, MEG offers significant 
advantages in this area. Crucially however, in standard MEG systems this benefit has not been 
realised due to the fixed nature of cryogenic equipment and thus EEG is the current go-to modality 
for wearable monitoring of neuronal activity13. The primary neuroscientific applications of wearable 
neuroimaging include scanning babies and toddlers; elderly patients with movement disorders; 
paradigms with free head movement (e.g. spatial navigation) and 3D virtual reality. In all of these 
cases, muscle artifact would be a big concern. Further, clinically, a useful application of wearable 
neuroimaging is in epilepsy: it is widely acknowledged that the ictal discharge initiates an epileptic 
seizure and that the site of this discharge is an appropriate target for surgical resection, however such 
events are often obscured in EEG by associated muscle artifact14. It therefore follows that OPM-MEG 
technology, with its reduced artifact sensitivity, offers a distinct advantage over EEG for clinical and 
neuroscience-focused studies. 
 
Spatial Resolution 
Beyond muscle artifacts, there are other significant advantages to the use of OPM-MEG over EEG, 
with perhaps the most obvious being the increased spatial specificity. Indeed, this was eloquently 
highlighted in a recent review15 which explained that EEG signals are strongly affected by the 
substantial difference in electrical conductivity between the scalp, skull, brain, and other biological 
tissues. The extra-cranial magnetic fields are much less sensitive to these variations in tissue 
conductivity. Consequently, the spatial topography of MEG sensor data is less smeared and distorted 
than that of EEG electrical potentials produced by the same physiological sources. This contributes 
to a clearer interpretation of MEG sensor topography. Further MEG has more accurate forward 
models (due to the low complexity of these models relative to EEG), which, in turn, improves the 
accuracy of inverse modelling resulting in a better spatial resolution of MEG compared to EEG.  
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Practicalities 
Finally OPM-MEG offers a number of practical benefits above and beyond EEG. EEG electrodes 
must be placed in electrical contact with the head – in our experiments contact is maintained using a 
conductive gel placed between the electrode and the scalp. Use of abrasive gel is also often required 
to remove dead skin cells and grease from the scalp in order to limit the contact impedance of the 
electrode. The fact that each electrode must be treated separately in this regard makes EEG set-up 
time long. The process can also be uncomfortable for the subject and may not be tolerated by some 
subject groups. OPM-MEG set-up time on the other hand is relatively short since no electrical contact 
is required. The requirement for electrical contact also raises other potential issues: electrical contact 
between electrodes via the conductive gel (bridging) is undesirable since it acts to spatially blur the 
measured spatial topography, but can be difficult to avoid in high density EEG studies. This is not a 
problem for OPM-MEG (where sensor cross-talk can be controlled). OPM-MEG also potentially 
offers greater scan-to-scan consistency between experiments in the same subject. This is because 
whilst the sensitivity of OPMs does not change between experiments, the sensitivity of EEG is 
dependent on the quality of connection to the scalp (hence there exists a subject and operator 
dependency). It also means that long-term (12-24 hour) OPM recordings could be considered without 
any concerns regarding data quality (due to impedance changes). Finally, in clinical studies, OPMs, 
being contactless, reduce any risks of infection and for studies following surgery (for example in 
epilepsy) recordings could be made through bandages (which is impossible using EEG). 
 
 
9) EXAMPLE APPLICATION: BRAIN CONNECTIVITY MEASUREMENT 
The last decade has seen a paradigm shift in neuroimaging16, from the study of discrete functional 
regions to the identification of networks in which individual (functionally specific) brain regions work 
in concert. The primary finding is that spontaneous brain activity, measured in the ‘resting state’ (i.e. 
in the absence of a task) contains robust spatio-temporal signatures, which define a number of 
distributed networks, some associated with sensory processing (e.g. the motor network) and others 
with attention or cognition (e.g. the default-mode network)17. A great deal of evidence shows that 
these networks, and the connectivities that define them, are key to healthy brain function and are 
altered in many pathologies. However, despite huge progress in this area, little is known about how 
these brain networks develop throughout childhood and adolescence. Some insights have been 
gathered using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)18, however this only gives an indirect 
measure of brain ‘activity’ based on blood flow, and so misses  the key electrophysiological effects 
that underpin connectivity (i.e. neural oscillations). Some insight could be gained using 
electroencephalography (EEG), however this lacks the spatial specificity to characterise network 
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signatures, and is further compromised in young children whose skulls have not yet fused. With whole 
brain coverage, direct access to electrophysiology and good spatial resolution, MEG is the method of 
choice for measurement of electrophysiological connectivity, however in conventional systems 
scanning subjects younger than ~8 years old is difficult due to small head size. Further younger 
subjects often fail to keep still, again confounding data collection. It follows that OPM-MEG, with 
the flexibility to place OPMs directly on the scalp, and a wearable system in which subject can move 
freely, offers a unique opportunity to characterise the developing human connectome.  
 
Measurement of functional connectivity offers a significant challenge to any neuroimaging system. 
In traditional neuroimaging experiments, data are collected whilst the subject performs the same task 
many times across a large number of trials; these trials are then averaged to increase the signal to 
noise ratio (SNR). However, in assessment of resting state functional connectivity there are no trials, 
and functional connectivity must be inferred using unaveraged data. A high fidelity system with 
excellent SNR is therefore critical. In addition to demonstrating direct applicability, demonstration 
of functional connectivity measurement using an OPM-MEG system also therefore offers an 
opportunity to test data quality. 
 
Methods: 
The array of OPM sensors was expanded, from 13 to 26. A new scanner cast was also constructed; 
again an MRI scan was used to define the outer surface of the subject head, but unlike our 
somatosensory cast (where the positions of the OPM slots were based on a-priori MEG data), here 
OPM slots were distributed evenly over the whole head (81 slots were fabricated in total). Our 26 
OPM sensors were configured to cover the left and right parietal lobes. (Note that expanded coverage 
and more sensors, relative to our 13 channel array, was necessary for connectivity experiments, since 
we require measurement of the interaction between spatially separate regions.) The sensor coverage 
of our 26 channel array is shown in Extended Data Figure 6a. 
The subject was placed in the scanner-cast and asked sit still with their eyes open and ‘think of 
nothing’. To maintain fixation, a red cross on a grey background was presented to the subject via 
projection on a screen. 300 s of OPM-MEG data were acquired (with field nulling identical to that 
previously described). This experiment was repeated twice.  
 
Data were frequency filtered to the beta band and reconstructed in source space at the vertices of a 
regular 4 mm grid spanning the whole brain, using the beamformer spatial filter (see Materials and 
Methods). A seed location of interest was defined anatomically in the hand area of left primary motor 
cortex. A seed-based connectivity analysis was then undertaken in which statistical interdependency 
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between the seed timecourse and all other ‘test’ timecourses (i.e. all other voxels in the brain) was 
computed19. The major confound of such analyses is that, due to the ill-posed nature of the MEG 
inverse problem, spatially separate regions may exhibit dependency between source timecourses 
purely as a result of the inherent spatial smoothness of the beamformer reconstruction – this is termed 
signal leakage20. To avoid this problem, a regression technique was used to remove any linear 
projection of the seed timecourse on all possible test timecourses. Previous demonstrations19,21 show 
that this technique significantly reduces the leakage confound. Following leakage reduction, the seed 
and test timecourses were subjected to Hilbert transformation to yield the analytic signal. The absolute 
value of the analytic signal was then calculated to obtain the amplitude envelope of beta band neural 
oscillations. In accordance with previous literature19,22, these envelopes were then smoothed 
temporally (to an effective time resolution of 1 s) and Pearson correlation between the seed envelope, 
and all possible test envelopes was computed. Finally, this procedure was repeated for the theta (4-8 
Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), low gamma (30-50 Hz) and high gamma (50-100 Hz) frequency bands in order 
to assess the spectral signature of functional connectivity. 
 
Results 
Extended Data Figure 6b-d show the results of our connectivity analysis. Extended Data Figure 6b 
shows the voxels exhibiting the strongest functional connectivity with the seed location (red/yellow 
overlay); the seed is shown by the blue circle. As would be expected, strong functional connectivity 
is observed in the homologous area of right hemisphere, showing clearly a well delineated 
sensorimotor network. Extended Data Figure 6c shows the spectral signature of functional 
connectivity between the left and right motor regions, with a clear peak in the beta frequency band; 
again this is exactly as expected given previous demonstrations17,19,22. Finally, Extended Data Figure 
6d shows the reconstructed smoothed beta band oscillatory envelope data (temporally down-sampled 
to 1 s); the left sensorimotor cortex (seed location) is shown in blue and the right sensorimotor cortex 
in red. Note that the statistical interdependency between these two spontaneously measured signals 
can be seen clearly. These data show that, even in a single subject and with just 26 channels, our 
system was able to collect high fidelity (unaveraged) data, sufficient in quality to allow functional 
connectivity metrics to be evaluated. Measurement of the developing human connectome is currently 
an expanding area of research (see e.g. http://www.developingconnectome.org) and our system offers 
a means by which network connectivity could be measured in babies, children, adolescents and adults, 
capturing key developmental milestones: for example sensorimotor network connectivity and 
dynamics could be measured as a child learns to walk; or the language network could be imaged as a 
child learns to talk – such metrics are extremely challenging with conventional MEG. Finally, little 
is known about network dynamics when subjects (children or adults) undertake natural movements 
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in an unconstrained way (e.g. the ball game paradigm in Figure 4). Our system, for the first time, has 
the potential to investigate such processes.  
 
10) CROSSTALK BETWEEN OPM SENSORS 
A potential concern in the operation of an OPM scalp sensor array is that nearby OPMs may interfere 
with each other. Specifically, the oscillating modulation field is applied with the same amplitude, 
frequency and phase at all sensors. If two sensors, A and B (see Extended Data Figure 8a) are placed 
in close proximity, the cell in sensor A will not only see its own modulation field, but also that of 
sensor B. These two modulation fields will interfere, meaning that both the gain and sensitive 
orientation of sensor A may be modulated simply by the presence of sensor B, and vice versa. Here, 
using both simulations and experiments, we attempted to examine the magnitude of this effect. 
 
Simulation 
The known geometry of the on-board sensor coils (i.e. the coils that generate the modulation field) 
was used to produce a physically accurate discrete element model (N = 360 current elements) of each 
coil. The Biot-Savart law was used to calculate the magnetic field, at each sensor location, from each 
current element, and the fields from all elements were summed. In the present OPM array, we only 
measured neuromagnetic field components radial to the head - therefore only the radial coils were 
used for modulation and our simulations consider this arrangement. The coil currents were set to an 
arbitrary constant value (0.35 μA giving a 200 pT field in the centre of the cell on which the coil was 
mounted). Using a 3D digital model of the scanner-cast, the locations and orientations of the sensor 
slots were determined, and the location of the sensor cell was taken to be the centre of the 3 x 3 x 3 
mm3 cell which was assumed to have a stand-off distance of 6 mm from the end of the sensor casing 
(and the scalp surface). Sensors were simulated at all 13 slots in the scanner-cast. 
 
For every sensor pair in the array, we computed the relative field strength of the perturbing sensor 
(A) to the base sensor (B): i.e. if the field from coils in sensor A in cell B is 𝑩𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏(𝒓), and the field 
from coils in sensor B in cell B is 𝑩𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒(𝒓), we computed 
𝜌(𝒓) =
|𝑩𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏(𝒓)|
|𝑩𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒(𝒓)|
 .        [s6] 
Here,  𝒓 represents the location of the base sensor cell. These strengths of interaction were used to 
generate a 13 x 13 matrix which offers a complete characterisation of crosstalk across the 13 sensor 
array.  
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It is noteworthy that the ratio is a periodic function, with respect to rotation of the perturbing sensor 
about its radial axis (i.e. rotation marked by the green arrow in Extended Data Figure 8a). For this 
reason both the minimum and maximum values of this function were computed and plotted as two 
separate crosstalk matrices. Simulation results are given in Extended Data Figure 8b, which shows 
the minimum sensor interaction and Figure 8c which shows the maximum sensor interaction. 
Crosstalk, as would be expected, is largely a function of sensor proximity, with adjacent sensors 
demonstrating the largest effects. In the present array, the maximum crosstalk between sensors is 
around 3 %. 
 
Experimental verification 
We set up the scanner-cast with 13 sensors as in Figure 1d but with no subject present. Each sensor 
has a continuous calibration setting, which outputs a current through its radially- oriented coil, 
producing a sinusoidal field of amplitude 0.5 nT and frequency from 130-150 Hz. By turning on the 
continuous calibration on each sensor sequentially, and taking a 2 minute recording of magnetic fields 
from all sensors, peaks in the power spectral density of all of the sensors were generated 
corresponding to the strength of the stray field from the perturbing sensor. By dividing the maximum 
height of the stray field peaks by the height of the peak of the sensor producing the varying field we 
enabled estimation of the relative strength of crosstalk, as a measure directly comparable to that in 
Eq. s6.  The experimental results, which are shown in Extended Data Figure 8d, agree with those 
obtained through simulation.  
 
Both simulation and experiment implied that in the worst case, crosstalk between sensors in our 13 
sensor array corresponded to a change in modulation field of approximately 3 %. For the purposes of 
the present demonstration, this small change was deemed acceptable and was therefore ignored in the 
measurements presented in Figures 2 and 4. (In the 26 channel array used in our connectivity 
demonstration, sensor separation is larger and therefore these effects were also assumed to be 
negligible.) However, it is worth noting that with higher density sampling (e.g. for an OPM-MEG 
system with hundreds of channels) where sensors must be sited closer to one another, these effects 
will worsen. In addition, recording tangential, in addition to radial, fields may also cause a worsening 
of crosstalk. For this reason, crosstalk will need to be treated carefully in future work, and for high 
density arrays we expect that such effects will need to be eliminated, e.g. by taking them into account 
in forward field modelling.  
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11) INTERFERENCE FROM MUSCLE ARTIFACT – REDUCTION IN MEG 
SI section 6 shows that muscle artifacts are significantly (around 10 times) worse in EEG compared 
to OPM-MEG. Nevertheless, it also shows that these artifacts are present in the OPM-MEG data, and 
it is critical to demonstrate ways to ameliorate this problem. This is of particular importance for 
wearable MEG, where subject motion is not only possible, but encouraged. The effect of muscle 
artifacts in MEG data can be reduced in a number of ways. For example, one could use independent 
component analysis applied at the sensor level23 (though this potentially poses problems if muscle 
artifact is task-correlated). Alternatively one can use electrodes, or reference OPMs to measure the 
electro- or magneto-myogram and then regress these signals from the measured MEG data (though 
this requires a more complex experimental set up with sensors placed close to all muscle groups 
thought to pose a problem). Such methods are never perfect and obviously the higher the amplitude 
of the artifact, the greater the residual effect following ‘correction’. Here, we used an adaptive 
beamformer spatial filter to remove this artifact.  
 
Although classically thought of as a mechanism for source localisation, the adaptive beamformer is 
also a powerful means to remove artifacts from MEG data24,25. As noted in the Materials and Methods 
section, the fundamental premise of the beamformer is that weights are derived to minimise the 
variance of the output signal whilst maintaining signals originating at some location of interest in the 
brain. This means that sources with spatial topographies that resemble dipoles in the brain will remain, 
whilst sources whose topographies could not originate from the activity in the brain (such as muscle 
artifacts) will be supressed. 
 
To demonstrate this, we recorded OPM-MEG data during the finger abduction paradigm (50 trials, 1 
s movement, 3 s rest), but asked the subject to tense the muscles in their jaw and neck during the 
movement period. Note that this represents a worst possible case scenario, where the subject tenses 
all of their muscles in the face and neck, time-locked to the paradigm. 
 
These data were analysed in three ways. First, we employed a beamformer spatial filter to look at a 
location of interest in the right sensorimotor region. The beamformer data covariance was computed 
in the 10-50 Hz frequency band and using a time-window spanning the entire experiment (all 400 s). 
No regularisation was applied. Second, an overly-regularised beamformer was applied (with the 
regularisation parameter equal to 100 times the maximum eigenvalue in the unregularized matrix). 
The effect of this over-regularisation is seen clearly in Equation 6, since in a case where C ≪ μΣ, the 
equation for the beamformer weights collapses to   TTT reg  LLLW
1
_

 ; i.e. the weights become a 
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scaled version of the lead fields, and the beamformer solution becomes analogous to a dipole fit. 
Finally, a single sensor, with the largest beta band response was selected. For all three analyses, we 
constructed time-frequency spectra showing the oscillatory amplitude change averaged across trials. 
 
Results are shown in Extended Data Figure 10. Extended Data Figure 10a shows the montage of 
OPM-MEG channels employed to measure data. Extended Data Figure 10b shows a beamformer 
image, highlighting a location of interest in right sensorimotor cortex. Panel c shows the time-
frequency response for the best OPM-MEG sensor, whilst panel d shows equivalent time-frequency 
spectra, reconstructed at the location of interest identified in panel b. The left hand panel of d shows 
the over-regularised beamformer reconstruction; the right hand panel shows the unregularized 
beamformer reconstruction. Note that a large muscle artifact, overlapping with the beta response to 
finger movement, is clear in the best sensor and over-regularised beamformer data. However, 
following beamforming, the power minimisation ensures that the artifact is effectively reduced in 
magnitude. This example shows that even in a bad case, where high-amplitude, task-correlated 
muscle artifacts contaminate the data, those artifacts are readily controlled. Whilst beamforming is 
not the only solution to this problem, this example, in agreement with previous literature24-26, shows 
it to be a highly effective one. 
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Extended Data Figures 
 
 
Extended Data Figure 1: Response magnitude as a function of subject movement. a) Beta envelopes 
for finger abduction trials (blue/red) and resting trials (black/green) in the presence of large 
movement (red/green) and small movements (blue/black). b) The response size (i.e. the difference 
between the mean amplitude during the desynchronization and rebound periods) shown as a function 
of maximum movement during a trial. Note that no measurable relationship was found. A significant 
(p<0.05) baseline shift was observed in both the finger-abduction and rest trials; this is likely to be 
a consequence of artifacts in the data generated by electrical activity in muscles controlling the 
naturalistic movements.  
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Extended Data Figure 2: Quantification of spatial and temporal resolution. a) A ‘seed’ location 
was selected in sensorimotor cortex (at the cross-hairs). 4000 random ‘test’ locations, within 3 cm 
of the seed, were selected randomly and probed. Shared variance was measured between 
electrophysiological timecourses at the seed and test locations. b) The line graph shows correlation 
between the seed and test timecourses plotted as a function of spatial separation.  The bar chart 
shows the source separation at which shared variance dropped to <50 %. In both cases the error 
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bars show standard deviation over test locations. This serves as an absolute quantification of spatial 
resolution. Note that the OPM array, when static, significantly outperforms SQUIDs (p < 0.05). c) 
Quantification of the robustness of the source orientation estimation. Whilst source power can vary 
between experiments, source orientation relies only on the local orientation of the cortical sheet, and 
should therefore be the same across equivalent experiments. Here the histograms show the source 
orientation difference (as an angle) across runs for 4000 locations of interest. Note for all three 
experiments (static OPMs (top) moving OPMs (middle) and SQUIDs (bottom)) the probability 
distribution peaks at zero as would be expected. The bar chart shows the probability of observing an 
angular discrepancy < 5 degrees; note that the OPM array, when static, significantly (p < 0.05) 
outperformed the SQUID array in terms of orientation robustness. Moving OPMs demonstrated the 
lowest robustness, however this would be expected since the execution of natural movements differed 
across runs and therefore brain activity in the sensorimotor strip will also differ. The improvement 
in spatial specificity and robustness in our OPM-MEG system compared to a cryogenic (SQUID) 
system is likely a consequence of two things – first, the closer proximity of the OPM sensors to the 
scalp provides higher signal to noise ratio in OPMs compared to SQUIDs; second, the scanner cast 
ensures that, for each run, OPM sensors are in exactly the same location with respect to the brain. 
Cryogenic MEG, on the other hand, is subject to coregistration errors. d) Quantifies the OPM 
sensor’s frequency response which also defines its temporal resolution. An OPM sensor was placed 
in a Helmholtz coil and a white noise current source applied to the coil. The blue line shows the 
Fourier spectrum of the current source, the green line shows the spectrum of the measured field. Note 
that sensitivity falls by 3 dB at 130 Hz, giving a temporal resolution of 7.7 ms.  
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Extended Data Figure 3: Evoked response analysis. a) Shows the case when the subject was asked 
to remain still, b) shows the case when the subject was moving. i) Functional image: the overlay 
shows the spatial signature of the 2-30 Hz component of the evoked response, overlaid onto axial, 
sagittal and coronal slices of the anatomical MRI. ii) The time course of the evoked response; finger 
abduction trials in blue, rest trials in red. The shaded area shows standard error across 6 
experiments. c) Direct comparison of the evoked response in the case where the subject was asked to 
remain still (red) and was moving (blue). No significant SIR difference was found between static and 
moving runs. 
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Extended Data Figure 4: Gain changes with static magnetic fields. a) Raw OPM-MEG data 
recorded from a single channel during the gain experiment. Data were divided into 9 segments 
(colour-coded here) corresponding to 9 different static background magnetic fields (𝐵𝑥
(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐)
), 
ranging between -1.5 nT and 1.5 nT. The inset plot shows the small oscillating field (𝛿𝐵𝑥), applied 
(in this sensor) at 137 Hz using the radially oriented on-sensor coil, that mimics neuromagnetic 
activity. b) Fourier transforms of each data segment. The inset figure shows the height of the 137 Hz 
peak for different segments. Note that the peak height changes as a function of static magnetic field. 
c) Fractional change in 𝛿𝐵𝑥 as a function of background field 𝐵𝑥
(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐)
. The blue circles show the 
measured data with the standard deviation over the six sensors. The green line shows a fitted 
Lorentzian function. 
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Extended Data Figure 5: A comparison of EEG and OPM-MEG. a) Muscle tensing experiment. i) 
Channel montages for EEG (top) and OPM-MEG (bottom). Blue circles show EEG channels used; 
blue squares show MEG channels used; red stars denote channels used to create (ii); black circles 
indicate channels used for averages in (iii). ii) Time-frequency spectra showing fractional change in 
oscillatory amplitude, relative to baseline. The three plots show three separate channels, with the 
muscle artifact visible in the 0-1 s window, when jaw clenching took place. iii) Quantitative analysis 
of the magnitude of the artifact, which was measured to be ~10 times larger in EEG. Error bars show 
standard deviation across sensors. b) Finger abduction experiment. The 4 separate rows show 
OPM-MEG and EEG data with the subject stationary, followed by OPM-MEG and EEG data with 
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the subject making natural movements. The left-hand column shows movement parameters. The left 
and left-centre time-frequency spectra show absolute difference from baseline of the MEG (in fT) and 
EEG (in V) signals for individual channels, in the finger abduction and resting trials, respectively. 
These results have been averaged across all six experiments in both modalities. The right and right-
centre time-frequency spectra show equivalent visualisations for a single representative experiment. 
Notice that, with the head static, MEG and EEG show similar results. However with the head moving, 
EEG data suffer from artifact generated by muscle activity, to which the MEG data are less 
susceptible. 
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Extended Data Figure 6: OPM-MEG derived functional connectivity. A single subject took part in 
an experiment in which 5 minutes of OPM-MEG data were acquired in the resting state (subject was 
told to ‘think of nothing’). The experiment was repeated twice and the results averaged. a) A 26 
channel OPM scalp array, with OPM sensors positioned (using a scanner cast) approximately to 
cover the left and right parietal lobes (red circles in a).  MEG data were reconstructed in source 
space using a beamformer, on a 4 mm grid covering the entire brain. A seed location was selected in 
left sensorimotor cortex and functional connectivity between the seed and the rest of the brain 
computed using an amplitude envelope correlation measurement, with correction for signal leakage 
by regression. b) Regions exhibiting strongest functional connectivity to the seed location (in the beta 
frequency band). Note that, in addition to a region around the seed, functional connectivity is 
observed in the homologous regions of the opposite hemisphere. This reflects long range functional 
connectivity within the sensorimotor network. c) Functional connectivity strength between left and 
right primary sensorimotor cortex, plotted as a function of frequency. Note that, as expected, 
functional connectivity between these regions is greatest in the beta band (13-30 Hz). Finally, d) 
shows an example of beta band envelopes from the left (blue) and right (red) sensorimotor cortices, 
derived from resting state data.  
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Extended Data Figure 7: An overview of the OPM-MEG system a) Schematic diagram showing an 
overview of system hardware. b) Positioning of the reference sensors relative to the head to allow 
measurement of the three Cartesian components of the magnetic field, and the two dominant spatial 
gradients of the field. Each sensor provides measurements of two components of the magnetic field 
that are perpendicular to the beam axis. Both components were measured for field nulling, but during 
experimental measurements only the component of the field along the long-axis of the sensor was 
measured. 
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Extended Data Figure 8: Crosstalk characterisation across an OPM array. a) Schematic 3D 
representation of the crosstalk simulation. The head surface is shown alongside two example sensors.  
The locations of all 13 sensors are also indicated. We sought to characterise crosstalk between all 
pairs of sensors in the array. b,c) Simulated crosstalk between sensors measured as the ratio of fields 
generated by the perturbing sensor and the base sensor at the position of the base sensor. This ratio 
is a periodic function of sensor rotation about the radial orientation, the minimum interaction is 
shown in b, the maximum is shown in c. d) Experimentally measured crosstalk matrix.  
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Extended Data Figure 9: Coil designs. Wire paths and field plots are shown for the five coils: i) Bx 
ii) By iii) Bz iv) 
𝑑𝐵𝑥
𝑑𝑧⁄  v) 
𝑑𝐵𝑧
𝑑𝑧⁄ . The upper portion of each sub-figure shows the wire paths for one 
(1.6 x 1.6 m2) plane of the bi-planar coil. Red and blue colours indicate clockwise and anti-clockwise 
circulation of the current. The lower portion shows contours of the field or field gradient strength 
over the 0.4 x 0.4 m2 x – y plane located at the centre of the volume of interest (z=0) (For (v) contours 
are shown in the x – z plane at y=0). The field or gradient values are normalised to the value at 
x=y=z=0. Variation from the ideal field distribution are less than 5 % over a 0.4 x 0.4 x 0.4 m3 central 
volume. 
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Extended Data Figure 10: Removal of muscle artifacts via beamforming. a) The montage of OPM-
MEG channels employed to measure muscle artifact data. b) A beamformer image, highlighting a 
location of interest in right sensorimotor cortex. c) The time frequency response for the best OPM-
MEG sensor. d) Reconstructed responses from the over-regularised beamformer (which is analogous 
to dipole fitting) (left) and un-regularised beamformer (right). Note that for un-regularised 
beamforming the muscle artifact is supressed effectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
